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Is there a small or large group of words that you have to repeatedly type into your documents or emails? Would you like a way to have that block 
of text automatically typed for you? Then you should look into getting Typinator. Typinator helps you by quickly inserting words, phrases, or 
images into your document when you enter a few keystrokes. 

Who would benefit from this? Everyone. For example: you can type a few 
keystrokes (abbreviation) to quickly enter your email address, the date and time, 
the heading/logo or closing salutations for your letters or emails, plus a lot more. 
It can also auto correct commonly misspelled words across all the applications 
you use (Figure 2).

Business people can set up customer service responses, acknowledge customer 
orders, send out shipping advisories that have the current date and time 
automatically entered, or insert a company logo and maps. 

Technical people can use some of the downloadable templates or create their 
own templates for quickly entering code fragments, code blocks, HTML code, 
etc. (see Figure 7).

Typinator’s UI
Figure 1 shows Typinator’s user interface. The abbreviation “Sets” are listed at 

the upper left of its window; the individual abbreviations for each Set are listed to 
the right and the bottom of the window is where you can add images and/or add 
text for your abbreviations. This example, is showing a logo that is a combination 
of an image and a line of text. This logo would be inserted into a document after 
typing: “/ld” (if you look closely you will see the /ld listed at the top of the 
Abbreviations list).

Abbreviation “Sets”:
Typinator lets you group your replacement rules a.k.a. “Snippets” into 

different categories or “Sets”. You could create sets for your mail signatures, 
typing corrections, letter templates, Unix commands, etc.

Typinator’s default: “My Abbreviations” Set includes these 
Snippets:

• wbr -  with best regards,
John  Smith
(Smith & Smith, Ltd.) 

• typurl - this types a whole URL address: 
http://www.Ergonis Software.com/products/typinator
• Typicon - this inserts a image of the Typinator icon
• dt - this will type in the current date formatted like this: 
2014-01-19. BTW: The appearance of your date is fully 
customizable. I didn’t like the default: Year, Month, Day 
arrangement. So I quickly changed it to Month, Day, Year.
You are given different ways to format each part of the date. 

For the month you can choose from 9, 09, Sept, or September. 
It is the same with the day - 4, 04, Fr, or Friday. You can also specify if the time is based on a 12 or 24 hour clock and whether to add an AM or 

Figure 1. Typinator has an uncluttered user interface.

Figure 2.  Typinator and TidBITS AutoCorrect sets will automatically 
correct a long list of commonly misspelled words.



PM, or the minute and second to your date.
The “My Abbreviations” default set isn’t the only predefined set that comes with 

Typinator. There are around 17 (including 2 British, a French and a German) predefined 
sets that you can turn on in Typinator. (See figure 3). There is also a wide variety of Sets and 
scripts that can be downloaded from the Ergonis Software’s web site.

After downloading all of the sets that I think I would use, I found the two AutoCorrection 
sets to be very helpful. How many times have you typed “teh” for “the” or neglected to enter 
a space between two words like “abouta”. If you have the AutoCorrection Set of 864 words 
enabled, Typinator would automatically place a space between the words that need it or 
correct the spelling of others. There is also a: “TidBITS AutoCorrection” set of 2279 words 
which adds even more words to the AutoCorrection list. Both AutoCorrection sets are 
pre-defined as subscriptions. Subscriptions are sets that were created by someone else and 
then “Published”. These sets automatically update themselves when new words are added. 
But if you would rather not have the subscriptions active, there is an option to stop the 
subscriptions. BTW: If there are words that you commonly misspell but aren’t in either of 
these AutoCorrection sets, you can make your own AutoCorrection set and add these words 
to it. Afterward, all three AutoCorrection sets will work together looking for misspelled 
words.

Besides the AutoCorrection sets, I also like the “DOuble CAps” set. -- I am constantly 
capitalizing the first two letters at the beginning of sentences. Now with this turned on and 
with extra words that I have added, double caps are no longer a problem. BTW: There is 
even a “DOubleCAps Exemptions” set that you can download. This is full 
of words that are supposed to have double caps, such as: CDs (see Figure 4).

Do you need to enter a Flag emoji into your document? If so, you could 
scroll through Apple’s Emoji & Symbols palette to find your needed flag - 
that is if you know what that countries' flag looks like. But if you don't 
know what the country flag looks like, you could either search for it on the 
Internet, or (with this option turned on in Typinator) just type in “flagTR” 
for Turkey; “flagUG” for Uganda, etc. The flag emoji would automatically 
appear in your document. But what if you don’t know the countries' 
abbreviation? Open Typinaor, click on the Flag set and scroll through the 
alphabetized list of countries to find your needed flag. It’s that simple.

  If you have created a lot of your own abbreviation Snippets, you may 
want to divide them into different set categories to keep them organized and 
easy to find. Some of these categories may include: letter templates, mail 
signatures, or code snippets. You can also specify which sets will be enabled or disabled in your different applications. For example, you can have 
your Novel writing set enabled only when you open the Scrivener application (used by novelists), enable your Code Snippets set when you open 
Xcode; or enable your signatures & salutations only when you are in Mail. 

  Each “Set”, whether it comes with Typinator or you have created it, appears in Typinator’s 
window (Figure 1). You can quickly activate or deactivate these by placing a check next to the 
one(s) you want to use. The “Sets” are universal - meaning they will work in all compatible 
programs.  

Figure 5. In addition to text, you can add 
graphics to your abbreviation sets.

Figure 6. The Flags Set lets you quickly find and add flag emojis to your document.

Figure 4. The “DOuble CAps” set corrects double cap typos at 
the beginning of a word. Whereas the “DOubleCAps 
Exemptions” set tells Typinator that the double caps is correct for 

Figure 3. Typinator comes with a group of 
pre-defined Sets. which add additional 
functionality to the program.

https://www.ergonis.com/downloads/extras/
https://www.ergonis.com/downloads/extras/


Expansion Types
There are four “Expansion” types: HTML, Plain Text, Picture, and Formatted (which 

lets you have a combination of the previous two). Since the logo and the underlying web 
site address (shown in Figure 1) includes the and image and text, I had to change the 
Expansion Type from the default “Plain Text” to “Formatted Text”. Otherwise if I 
dragged/imported an image into a Text only Expansion Type, only the written location of 
the image will be inserted in this field, not the actual photo. The Formatted Type also lets 
you use different fonts in the text of your Snippet, provided the application that you are 
typing in can handle multiple fonts .

To keep Typinator from confusing an Expansion Snippet with a word that you are 
typing in a sentence, it is recommended that you add special characters to the front or back 
of the Snippet, such as a “/” or a period. Such as: /dt or srt/.

Pocket Calculator
One of Typinator’s extra features is a calculator. If you type in a 

calculation: 2*(2+3), the result of the calculation appears in a 
dropdown menu in multiple formats (Figure 8). Simply click on the 
format type with its numeric answer and it will appear in your 
document. BTW: I was pleased that it understood putting calculations 
within parentheses changes the results of the calculation (depending on 
where you place the parentheses) as demonstrated at the top of Figure 
7. 

As you will see, this is more than a simple calculator. It supports 
many typical operators (v+, –, *, /, %), Relational operators (“|” for or, 
“&” for and, the unary prefix “!” for not), and Alternatives for the 
Relational operators (“!=” and “<>” for “≠” as well as “<=” and “>=” for “≤” and “≥”, resp). The Pocket 
Calculator also supports Functions such as: abs, exp, gamma, int, if, min, max, round, ln, log/ log10, ld/log2, 
sign, sqrt, sin, cos, tan, cot, asin/arcsin, acos/arccos, atan/arctan, acot/arc- cot, sinh, cosh, tanh, coth, 
asinh/arcsinh, acosh/arccosh, atanh/arctanh, acoth/arccoth. There are additional functions, but I don’t have 
the space or time to list then all.

Scripting
For those of you who are familiar with scripting in AppleScript or JavaScript, you can control many aspect of 
Typinator using scripts. But scripting knowledge is not required to use Typinator.

Practical use
I like the AutoCorrection features, but what really sold me on Typinator was the “Plain Clipboard Text” Set. 
Every once in a while when I copy some text, it has formatting that I don’t want and I have a hard time getting 
rid of. So I usually have to open Text Edit, change its format to Plain Text, and paste in the text which strips 
all of the formatting. So when I copy it again and paste it into my document, it takes on the formatting of the 
previous word or sentence. Doable, but a hassle. Now, with Typinator’s “Plain Clipboard Text” Set, I can skip 
all of that. I simply copy some formatted text and type “vv” (Typinator’s key combination) in my document 
and the formatting is automatically removed from the text before it is pasted into my document. I’m SOLD! It 
couldn’t be easier. 

                                           The skinny
Evaluation: If you rarely type anything, this isn’t for you. But if you do a lot of typing, especially if there are words or phrases that you repeatedly 
have to type into your documents, then this is for you. BTW: Not all programs (such as AppleWorks or MS Word versions older than Word 2004) 
support Uicode. So I suggest you try Typinator before you buy it to see if it works in the applications that you use most often.
Requires: OS X 10.8 up to 10.15 (macOS Catalina).
Company: Ergonis Software
Price: EUR 24.99 = (?) $27.00 US (Depends on the currency exchange rate at the time of purchase)
Available Trial Copy

Figure 8. You can use Typinators “QuickSearch” field to type out a 
simple or complex formula. Simply pick the type with its numeric 
answer and it will appear in your document.

Figure 9. The US ZIP code Set 
lets you start typing a city name 
and all of the ZIP codes for that 
city popup in a drop-down 
menu. Double-clicking on one 
will insert it into your document.

Figure 7. The HTML set helps you to quickly type 
HTML code.
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